Simulate: Rich and Compelling Scenarios
VR-Forces
VR-Forces is MÄK’s complete simulation solution – a powerful and flexible Computer Generated Forces (CGF) platform to fill your synthetic
environments with urban, battlefield, maritime, and airspace activity.
Whether you need a threat generator for training and mission rehearsal
systems, a synthetic environment for experimentation, an engine to
stimulate C4I systems, or an aggregate-level simulation model for high-level
wargaming scenarios, VR-Forces is powerful enough to get your job done.
Powerful Simulation Engine
VR-Forces comes with simulation models for hundreds of battlefield
units and systems. During scenario execution, VR-Forces vehicles and
humans interact with the terrain, follow roads, move in convoys, avoid
obstacles, communicate over simulated radios, detect and engage
enemy forces, and calculate damage. Whether you’re modeling at the
entity or aggregate level, VR-Forces can stimulate your unit’s behavior
based on scenario events such as sensor detection, the crossing of tactical
phaselines, or area of interest.
The VR-Forces CGF provides an intuitive user interface that allows
end-users to build scenarios by positioning forces, creating routes and
waypoints, and making and assigning tasks or plans with a simple point and
click. Lay down the basic outline on a 2D tactical map, then switch to 3D
scenario editing mode to accurately position entities within a complex
urban environment. Turn on the exaggerated realty mode to gain a big
picture understanding of your scenario without losing your 3D view. Bring
up a 3D inset view for any entity to see the world from its perspective.
VR-Forces includes a wide variety of models to include in your scenario,
including combat, sensor/detection, movement, weather, communications, and resource models.

FEATURES

Simple Scenario Creation

• 2D / 3D INTERFACE FOR SCENARIO
AUTHORING & run-time edits
• CORRELATED SIMULATION AND
VISUALIZATION
• HLA AND DIS COMPLIANT
• TERRAIN AGILE, INCLUDING
STREAMING TERRAIN
• PARAMETERIZED DYNAMICS,
SENSORS, AND DAMAGE MODELS

Intuitive Model Editing Tools

• GUI-BASED MODEL AND PARAMETER
EDITORS

Modelers can configure and set up the simulation environment with
VR-Forces’ intuitive GUI-based entity and parameter editors. The entity
editor allows you to edit or extend the set of simulation models available
to VR-Forces. Vehicle dynamics, sensor capabilities, and damage models
can be configured using the parameter editor or by editing text-based
parameter files.

• BATCH MODE FOR ANALYSIS
• REAL-TIME AND NON-REAL-TIME
OPERATION
• C++ TOOLKIT TO EXTEND OR
EMBED IN CUSTOM APPLICATIONS

USE CASES

• supports linux and windows
• Tactical/Command Staff
Training
• Concept Exploration and
Validation
• Scenario Generation and
Execution
• Experimentation & Virtual
Prototyping
• Air Traffic Management
• Human Behavior Studies
• UAV and uav sensor simulation

VR-Forces’ Aggregate-Level Simulation (constructive) model helps users achieve Command Staff Training and
high-level wargaming scenarios. Mobility, engagement, attrition, combat engineering, logistics, NBC (Nuclear,
Chemical, and Biological), reporting, and more are all modeled based on high-level parameters associated with
units such as companies, battalions, and brigades.

Extending and Customizing VR-Forces
VR-Forces’ scriptable tasks enable users with only basic programming skills to quickly develop complex tasks,
easily coordinate group behaviors, and script GUI components in minutes.
For those developers who need to extend or customize the VR-Forces CGF or integrate VR-Forces functionality
into custom applications, the VR-Forces Toolkit, a full C++ API, is available. Through this API, nearly every
aspect of the VR-Forces simulation engine and GUI is customizable – add, replace, or modify the simulation
engine’s vehicle dynamics, behaviors and tactics, damage models, sensors, countermeasures, and weapons to
suit the needs of your simulation. VR-Forces’ Remote Control API allows you to control its simulation engine
from remote applications.

Distributed Architecture
VR-Forces features a fully distributed architecture. You can divide responsibilities among multiple simulation
engines for greater scalability, or run multiple front-end GUIs for collaborative scenario generation or training.

Terrain Agility - MÄK’s Ability to Easily Load Your Terrain
VR-Forces is designed to simulate on and visualize terrain data from many different industry standard formats.
When your simulation requires quickly generating a scenario in a new location, VR-Forces can read terrain directly from source data such as DTED, ESRI® shapefiles, or can even stream in elevation and imagery over a network, from terrain servers like MÄK’s VR-TheWorld Server. VR-Forces can simulate in dense urban environments,
including the interiors of multi-story buildings, or simulate scenarios that span the entire globe.

Flexible, Portable, Supported
VR-Forces fits into a wide variety of system architectures, and natively supports the DIS and HLA interoperability
protocols. It includes extensive documentation for end-users, modelers, and developers. And it is backed by
MÄK’s renowned technical support — customers have direct access to VR-Forces’ core engineers. You can also
be confident that the product will always keep up with industry demand for new features, terrain formats, and
interoperability standards.
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